How to make your script
UC-win/Road has a function referred to as 'Script' which allows for automatic
presentation by animation. Within the VR data that you need to submit
for consideration, please make a 30 seconds main script that intuitively conveys
the aim of your work, like a commercial. Please consider the following points
and create an effective script.
-The message you want to convey the most must be clear.
-Scenes that directly depict the concept and a catchphrase
-Tie each scene with an appropriate caption.
-Direct and appropriate explanation of both the overall structure and partial plans.
-The content of the discussion/analysis you did through your project represented in
an original way.
-Effective movement of viewpoint.
We advise you to create your visual content and writing first and then build the
necessary data to avoid going back and redoing your work.
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